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aluminium
bi-folding
doors
raising the
standard
Expect more of the same engineering
excellence from the new Korniche aluminium
bi-folding door by MADE FOR TRADE
With one success story under their belt, Made For Trade are
looking to take the engineering expertise displayed with the
Korniche roof lantern and raise the bar again with the launch
of their highly anticipated and innovative aluminium Korniche
bi-folding door.
Brimming with innovate features, the new doors glide off
the state-of-the-art CNC production line in the north-east of
England boasting a plethora of USP’s as STANDARD, helping
and speeding up the installation process whilst also creating
some very attractive features for the consumer. Some of
these innovations include:
Patented pre gasketed aluminium clip bead with a quick
release deglazing tool supplied with each kit as STANDARD
First of its kind, Made for Trade have developed what they
believe to be the best clip bead on the market. The patented
mechanism utilises an outer part of traditional powder coated
aluminium to match the surrounding sash perfectly, but they
have invented a way of harnessing the high tolerance and
reliable snap characteristics seen in thermal break polyamide
material to work as the clip element. With the high precision
materials and equally high manufacturing tolerances, the
result is stunning and MFT claim that it reduces beading
time to a matter of seconds per sash! That’s not all though.
On those occasions that glass needs to be removed, a special
deglazing tool that engages down the glass line to remove
the bead quickly and easily in a couple of seconds has been
included in each kit. This means the glass can be removed
without risk of damaging the powder coating finish of the bead
or sash!

PAS24:2016 as STANDARD
YALE 3 star locking barrel as STANDARD
High quality FUHR main door lock as STANDARD
Self-adjusting, floating roller hardware with sealed bearings
for a true glide feel as STANDARD
Ergonomic anti back-drive shoot-bolt handle with integrated
key lock as STANDARD
Rolled in thermal breaks on selected profiles to eliminate
overspray onto the polyamide ensuring a high-quality finish
as STANDARD
Bespoke designed and suited traffic and shoot-bolt handles
with matching finishes as STANDARD
Made For Trade consider service and reliability to be equally
important to building strong, long-lasting partnerships with
their loyal customers. Therefore, each door is delivered
comprehensively wrapped in cardboard protective packaging
with an integrated placement for the parts box including the
same high end and easy to follow installation guide as first
seen with the lantern. Creating customer confidence in the
brand is a key focus at MFT and so all this is backed up with a
10-year warranty as STANDARD

sales@madefortrade.co or
calling MFT on 01642 610 799

madefortrade.co

engineered
to install faster
priced to sell

Innovation unlocked
Make a more
memorable entrance

A bi-folding door evolution

Expertly engineered, Korniche
bi-folding doors exude the
same quality in their function
as they do in design, with
an exclusive roller system
that delivers an effortlessly
smooth guide every time.

It is also impossible to turn
the handle at all while the key is
still in the lock. This means that
there is no risk of accidentally
opening or damaging the
doors as a result of the key
remaining in place.

A unique, pivoting axle in the
rollers allows the wheels
to follow any undulations
in the stainless-steel tracks
underneath. Combined
with sealed bearings in the
stainless-steel wheels and
lateral rollers, the doors
will glide effortlessly and
smoothly for years to come.

Featuring polyamide thermal
breaks, our bi-folding doors
are designed to keep heat in
and the cold out.

The doors also feature
additional security in the form
of a shoot-bolt handle that
cannot be forced open from
the outside. This is down to
an innovative anti back-drive
feature that is designed into it.

Korniche’s smart technology
includes a specially designed
and patented clip-in bead that
allows the glass to be
installed or replaced
in minutes.

Come along and see the
new Bi-folding doors

Faster

Warmer

Stronger

Slimmer

Birmingham NEC
10th-12th May 2022

Stand
N11

With a host of brand-new Innovations MFT
brings a premium bi-folding door into the market at a price point to
make it the buyers “natural selection”
Made for Trade are getting ready to launch the second product in the award winning
Korniche systems range, the much-anticipated Korniche bi-folding door. This brandnew product makes many of the 2019 Korniche concept doors features a production
reality, and with them come some significant new innovations to benefit installers,
resellers,
and end users alike.
One of the key features of the new door showcased with great success at the 2019
FIT, is the true all aluminium clip bead with pre-fitted gasket, a feature which really
upholds the Korniche FASTER USP.
This allows the doors to be literally glazed in seconds and significantly decreases the
time spent on site, maximizing that all important margin for the installer.
The new product is also SAFER. This is down to PAS24 as standard on every door set
and MFT’s ‘safety for no extra cost’ delivery innovation.
Full details and new brochure on the new features which make the Korniche bifolding door FASTER, WARMER, SLIMMER, STRONGER and now SAFER than the
competition are on the madefortrade website.

Get a quote today for the
exciting new Korniche
aluminium bi-folding door
by registering your interest at
sales@madefortrade.co or
calling MFT on
01642 610 799

madefortrade.co
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ALUMINIUM
THAT LOOKS

Ideal for Heritage Projects
Can achieve ‘A’ Rating
Slim Framework
Costs Less than Steel
Approved Replacement
for Listed Buildings

ALITHERM HERITAGE

THE IDEAL REPLACEMENT FOR OLD STEEL WINDOWS & DOORS

WE SUPPLY A FULL RANGE OF ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS MADE FOR THE TRADE

FLUSH WINDOWS | LANTERN ROOFS | CONSERVATORIES | DESIGNER FRONT DOORS

FREE UPGRADE!

FLUSH STYLE
ALUMINIUM WINDOWS
TO NEW

FREE UPGRADE!
GET UPGRADED TO

LIFT & SLIDE PATIO DOORS

CONCEALED DRAINAGE
CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION
CONCEALED MULLIONS
DUMMY SASH OPTIONS

FLUSH STYLE WINDOWS
NEW! OUR EXCLUSIVE SLIM 70mm SYSTEM

ALUMINIUM BI-FOLD DOORS
STOCK COLOURS: WHITE, BLACK, GREY, GREY on WHITE, & BLACK on WHITE

UK-WIDE SITE DELIVERIES, EVERY WEEK | FAST QUOTES | THE LOWEST PRICES

CONTACT

JASON WOOTTON

01785 287907 |07538 800203
sales@midlandaluminium.co.uk

MIDLAND ALUMINIUM LTD, STAFFORD ROAD (B5405), KNIGHTLEY, STAFFORDSHIRE, ST20 0JR

Read TheInstaller online – www.TheInstaller.pro
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CREATING BRIGHT FUTURES

The Aluminium
Systems House
with it all in-house
From dedicated design teams and rigorous testing facilities, to
never-ending stock-holding and an invaluable training academy
to name just a few. Discover why, when it comes to looking for the right
aluminium systems house, we’re the only one with it all in-house.
To find out more simply call our house on 01291 639 739, visit
alukgb.com/ourhouse or get in touch to arrange a tour of our
showroom and facilities at our HQ in Chepstow, South Wales.

ALUKGB.COM/OURHOUSE

Trades Are Going
Green
Rated People has revealed
how UK tradespeople are
going greener in 2022, which
are the UK’s greenest trades
and
how
homeowner
demand for eco home improvements is skyrocketing.
Rated People analysed its own
data of over 800,000 home
improvement jobs posted on its
platform and spoke to more than
600 UK tradespeople to conduct
the study.
• 63% of tradespeople are
making eco changes in 2022
and nearly half (43%) of homeowners say they’d be more likely
to choose a tradesperson if they
were environmentally friendly.
• One in four tradespeople (25%)
plan to provide quotes remotely
in 2022 to reduce pollution.
• Demand for roof insulation has

News

gone up by 419% in
just one year, electric
car
chargers
increased by +404%,
followed by cavity
wall
insulation
(+352%) and heat
pumps (+312%).
• Almost half (45%) of
UK homeowners say
they want to make their homes
more environmentally friendly in
2022, up from 35% in 2021.
• Two in three tradespeople
(63%) will be making eco
changes to their businesses and
work in 2022, and 70% are planning to extend their skillset this
year to take on more eco jobs.

will be even more popular this
year for homeowners and 43%
of UK homeowners also said
they would now be more likely to
choose a tradesperson if they
were environmentally friendly.
So, there’s a big opportunity for
tradespeople if they increase
their green credentials this year.
Tradespeople also planning to
recycle more, use greener mateGreen credentials
rials and drive electric vehicles in
Four in five (81%) tradespeople 2022 to make their businesses
think eco home improvements more eco-friendly. i

Yale And Rehau Announce Partnership
Window systems manufacturer Rehau has announced
a partnership with Yale which
means window fabricators
and installers will be able to
source profiles that are integrated with fully approved
and tested Yale hardware
and furniture.
According to Rehau this is a
market-first partnership bringing
together two well established
and trusted brands of the
fenestration industry.
Both companies manufacture
in the UK, which can facilitate
shorter lead times amid high
market demand. The range will
include locks, cylinders, shoot
bolts, hinges, handles and letter ability to cover a wide range of
plates – and exclusive to Rehau, door sizes.
Ultimately the profile manufacLockmaster 21 will provide the

turer aims to create economies of
scale for customers through one
sourcing partnership. This is
evident via Rehau and Yale’s
inclusive PAS24 testing, which
can save fabricators up to
£1,000 by cascading the test
results to themselves, as well as
a combined comprehensive
guarantee meaning less replacement over the product’s lifetime.
Customers will also be able to
draw on a unified technical team
with more combined knowledge
on the complete window system.
“Our partnership with Rehau is
a great opportunity for installers
– Yale and Rehau are two of the
leading names that consumers
know and trust,” says David
Pridmore a k
ey account manager at Yale. i
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Herr Finally Here – Recycling
Plant Gets Start Button Pressed

Ve ka Group CEO Herr
Andreas Hartleif has officially
opened Ve ka Recycling’s £15
million recycling plant at
Wellingborough – 15 months
after the facility came fully
on-stream. He was delayed
by the pandemic.
With the rules finally dropped
for travel to the UK, Herr Hartleif
made the trip to inspect the
Northamptonshire site, the third
to be built by Veka since 1993
and Europe’s most advanced.

He was accompanied by
Norburt Bruns, Veka Recycling
Group Chairman and UK MD
Simon Scholes and Operations
Director Edward Lipinski-Barltrop.
Hartleif told staff that the UK remained one of the company’s
most significant markets: “As one
of the World’s largest users of
PVC-U, the UK remains a key
market for Veka Group. As such
it is important for UK to be as
self-sufficient as possible and

now served by a recycling facility that allows the full processing
of PVC-U without the need for
transport overseas.”
The We llingborough plant can
process over 35,000 tonnes of
PVC-U into high-quality recycled
PVC-U pellet, increasing volumes
of which are now used in brand
new window and door profiles,
in addition to established high
volume users including products
for the electrical and HVAC
industries. i

Building Safety Levy Woes
“The latest announcement
on the Building Safety Levy is
welcome to some but a very
bitter pill for many others.”
That’s the view of David McNeice at legal practice DWF.
The Building Safety Levy is a
new tax on house building that
will be used to remediate
dangerous cladding.
McNeice is a partner and UK
Head of Construction & Infrastructure at the firm. He continues: “Big and small house
builders are putting their hands
in their pockets to pay out.
6 | News | The Installer

means everyone pays – developers, housebuilders and effectively, their supply chain.”
McNeice adds: “The Building
Safety Bill, will make those
responsible for building safety
accountable in future – and in
the past. There will be a 15-year
retrospective liability – but this
will push up insurance premiums
Many would argue they were to add to the cost of living crisis.
not the cause of the problem.
“Ultimately, one way or
“The government is lacking in another if builders get hit with a
a desire to pursue those that can levy, somewhere down the line,
be made to pay because that it will be the tax payer footing
might cripple them. Thus, it the bill.” i

bi-folding
door
GLAZED IN

15%

SECONDS

INTRODUCTORY
*

DISCOUNT
DISCOUNT CODE

FIT FASTER
CLIP BEAD

IPK02

Patented clip bead delivering the fastest glazing time.
Trickle vents positioned in frame - no need for extenders! Full
bearings and stainless steel hardware for the smoothest glide every
time. All with a 10 year manufacturer’s warranty.

Delivering the best products, with
the best service, at t he best price
Contact Made for Trade for a Kwikquote today

madefortrade.co | sales@madefortrade.co | 01642 610799
*
Discount applies to all trade customers and applied to the ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Korniche Bifolding Door | *Korniche Bi-folding
door price is based on 5-5-0 conﬁguration 3750 x 2000 , stock colour, delivered. Unglazed. Price is correct at point of publishing. Delivery
restrictions apply. Product speciﬁcation and prices may be subject to change without prior notice.

STAND

N11

The Don Waterworth Technical & Legal Column

Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

Don’t Be A Hair Brain –
Check For Hairline Cracks
And Other Defects
Don Waterworth, The Installer’s Technical Expert writes again on the
importance of pre-installation checks – and not leaving yourself open to
being blamed for hairline cracks caused by global warming.

Picture: Hairline cracking at a 1960s detached property caused by thermal movement – but
the window installer got the blame from the householder.
All Fenestration Surveyors
ought to be aware
that
existing defects on properties,
especially around or in close
proximity of the apertures
must be identified, recorded
and shown to the householder, writes The Installer’s
Technical
Expert,
Don
Waterworth.
It is of little use and quite often
futile, to argue with a householder after the installation that
the defect that the householder
has now spotted (as he/she
inspected the new windows),
where in fact in existence before
the windows were installed.

See the photograph
The photograph attached is of a
1960s detached property to a
south facing elevation. The hairline cracking has been caused
by thermal movement.
Yes, global warming is having
an effect on properties – but you
don’t want to be taking the blame
for environmental changes way
beyond your control. (Although it
won’t harm your reputation if you
start thinking about everything
you can do to reduce your
carbon footprint.) However, for
you as a window company, to
attempt to make the argument
that this cracking is not your fault,

8 | The Don Waterworth Technical & Legal Column | The Installer

would be extremely difficult, with
respect, unless you instructed a
Chartered Building Engineer,
Building Surveyor or a Structural
Engineer, all of which would
cause you hassle, be time consuming and incur fees…it’s got to
be better to note defects and
advise the customer accordingly.
Reminder
So, make sure that your Fenestration Surveyor examines the area
around the apertures and
records any defects which your
installers could be blamed for
and informs the householder. i
Don.

roof
lantern

10%

NEW TRADE
CUSTOMER
DISCOUNT
QUOTE CODE:

glazed in
seconds

faster
to ﬁt

IPK01

Supply & install the multi-award-winning aluminium
Korniche Roof Lantern. Fitted in minutes, glazed in
seconds. The strongest lantern in class, available up to
3x2.5m in four glass panels and a maximum size of 6x4m

Delivering the best products, with
the best service, at t he best price
Contact Made for Trade for a Kwikquote today

madefortrade.co | sales@madefortrade.co | 01642 610799
*Discount applies to all trade customers and applied to the ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Korniche Roof Lantern
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GGF Technical Column

Are You Ready For
Document Deadlines?

Approved Document (AD) F and L are due for implementation, yet while a lot has
been said (negatively) about Doc F, Doc L has not had the same criticism. However,
there are hazards to be negotiated of both ADs, not least in being left with unusable
stock, writes the GGF’s Senior Technical Officer, David Borland.
FUTURE HOMES
STANDARD ROADMAP

December 2021

Spring 2023

2024

Uplift to current standards
in Part L, Part F, and
Overheating, to be regulated

Uplift to current standards
in Consultation on full

Part L Future Homes
Standard regulations made

June 2022
Uplift standards to come
into force. New homes to
produce 31% less
CO2 emissions
Deadline to submit
a building / initial notice
or deposited plans for
transitional arrangements
to apply*

the Future Homes Standard

June 2023
Deadline for work to
commence for transitional
arrangements to apply*

2025
Part L Future Homes
Standard becomes law:
no fossil-fuel heating in new
“zero-carbon ready” homes,
at least 75% lower
CO2 emissions than
current regulations

*Regulatory transitional arrangements for a period of 1 year will apply on an individual unit start-date basis, not on the normal development-wide basis
Part L refers to Approved Document Part L, Volume 1: Dwellings (Conservation of fuel and power)
Part F refers to Approved Document Part F, Volume 1: Dwellings (Ventilation)
LABC Warranty, is a brand of MD Insurance Services Ltd. MD Insurance Services is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

While there has been vast
trade media coverage about
the introduction of Approved
Document F ‘increased use
of background ventilation’,
little has been said about
Approved Document L –
‘energy efficiency’.
Most of the industry will be
aware that these documents are
a ‘stepping stone’ or interim step
to further improvements. Indeed,
the government timeline would
suggest that work on the next
stage will commence mid-2022
(see Roadmap above) with implementation through the next
development of the Future
Homes Standard in 2025.
The latest version of Approved
Document (AD) L for dwellings
shows significant changes in
U-values and in particular the
requirements for new build
10 | GGF Technical Column | The Installer

labcwarranty.co.uk

which must be assessed using
the latest version of SAP10 (Standard Assessment Procedure) with
a notional Whole Window
Value of 1.2 W/m2K with a
backstop value of 1.6 W/m2K.
The SAP calculation is for the
whole building, so in order to
allow the use of windows that
are higher than the notional
value but no more than the
backup of 1.6, insulation has to
be improved elsewhere e.g. roof
insulation. It would be fair to
suggest that building contractors
will be looking for their window
supplier to attain the notional
value or as close as possible.
Big changes
Discussions with the Department
for Levelling Up, Housing and
Communities (DLUHC) would
suggest that the future for Whole

Window U-values in new
dwellings will see a notional
value below 1 W/m2K which
would require major changes in
window profiles and glazing for
many companies. For existing
dwellings or the replacement
market, the new AD L requires
windows to reach a minimum of
1.4 W/m2K or WER B, doors
with over 60% glazing to also
achieve 1.4 W/m2K or DSER B
and other doors to reach 1.4
W/m2K or DSER B. So again, it
falls to window companies to
make improvements.
15 June
It is worth pointing out that both
of these Approved Documents
will be implemented on 15 June
2022 for installations not order
or contract signing – so orders
placed now for installation on
or after 15 June will need to comply with the new Regulations.
Due to issues with the supply
chain many companies have
forward ordered materials i.e.
for use beyond June, which may
not comply with the requirements
There will be cost implications of
redundant stock.
No Vat incentive
Despite the importance efficient
changes are to DHULC, the
department has continually
refused to provide incentives
such as reducing VAT or
providing funding through grants
to homeowners to incentivise the
upgrading of homes. i

VISOGLIDE PLUS
SLIDING DOORS

10%

FIRST ORDER
INTRODUCTORY
DISCOUNT
QUOTE CODE
IP-VG01

INDUSTRY LEADING CUSTOMER SERVICE
Comprehensive install guide & support

THERMALLY BROKEN ALUMINIUM

TRIPLE
TRACK
AVAILABLE
NOW!

Slim proﬁle, Lipped outer frame, Sobinco locks

LARGE SASH WIDTHS

Up to 6.4m wide in 2 panes. 2-4 panes available

STOCK COLOUR CHOICE

White, Anthracite Grey & Black, Dual Colour

FROM

2 WEEK LEAD TIMES
Reliable safe site delivery

www.madefortrade.co | Tel: 01642 610799
* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Smart Visoglide Plus Sliding Doors | Image for representation only
* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and speciﬁcation of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour. Postcode restrictions apply

The new range of Lumi aluminium
windows has been created after
listening to the wishes of window
installers. The new range is a
lighter, slimmer window that
still retains its designer good
looks but now makes it a perfect
replacement option for the home
improvement market.

LI G H T W EI G H T,
B UT N OT A L I G H TW EI G H T

Lumi’s iconic ‘frameless’ look and
super-slim sightlines are now available
in easier-to-handle aluminium units.
They are everything that’s good about
Lumi, just lighter.
P ROTEC TS OUR P L A N ET
P ROTEC TS TH EI R H OME

Lumi windows are ﬁlled with Argon gas,
use low E-glass and have internal thermal
breaks to retain more heat. That’s good
news for your customers’ fuel bills and
brilliant news for the environment. We also
believe that striving for the ultimate window
shouldn’t compromise security. That’s why
every Lumi window has a high-security
locking system and anti-leverage hinge bolts
as standard across the range.
EA SY D OES I T

Lumi’s light, slim windows are easy to
install, especially as they arrive on-site
fully assembled, with no cutting required.
And because of their new, slim proﬁle
they slot straight into the cavity left by
the windows you’re replacing.

To find out more, call our sales team
on 03300 415 014 or email sales@lumiwindows.com
www.lumiwindows.com

Aluminium Systems

Lanterns To Bi-Folds
Korniche Lights
The Way
Made for Trade, the company
behind the Korniche brand of
roof lanterns and bi-fold
doors has its roots in
engineering. It is a family
run business. Founded by
Richard Gaunt, it is now run
by son Bradley as MD with
brother Ashley as Technical
Director and Chris Wann as
Operations Director.
Both Bradley and Ashley are
highly trained engineers. Both
worked together to design the
Korniche lantern and now the
bi-fold. And both have been
focussed on the design of Made
for
Trades’
manufacturing
facilities and processes.

The facilities are dotted around
the Stockton-on-Tees area with
the most impressive at Billingham – it is a new HQ with traditional manufacturing/fabrication
taken to a highly organised/highly engineered level
which is geared to accuracy,
efficiency and safety. Staff
welfare is evident – a stylish
canteen and a fully equipped
gym are the type of features you
would expect to find in posh city
centre offices while even the
company’s fleet of vehicles are
designed to a high efficiency
and safety specification.
Getting the best products, with
the best service and at the best

14 | Aluminium Systems Promotional Feature| The Installer

prices is the company’s mantra
– along with getting them to the
customer in full and when the
customer wants them.
And not only that, Made for
Trade has built a reputation for
making the lives of its customers
a lot easier – and making sure
the Korniche brand has a
certain panache.
A little more style
Panache is in the delivery. Everything is packed to ensure there
is no damage in transit but it
also has a style about it so that
homeowner customers know
their installer has bought from a
quality supplier. There are neat

Aluminium Systems
The Korniche home improvement brand of roof lanterns and
bi-fold doors are in demand by homeowners keen to let light
flood into their homes. But there are added benefits to the way
they are manufactured – precision, simplicity, beauty are
joined by security, thermal efficiency and speed & ease of
fitting.
Plus, the manufacturer, Made for Trade, provides sales leads
and a comprehensive Brand Toolkit. The Installer recommends
a visit to the company’s website – or to Stand N11 at the
FIT Show.

little touches such as separate
boxes and colour coding for
installation components. And
everything comes with easy-tofollow instructions – including
labels on virtually everything
that tell the installer what goes
with what (and even which way
up an item should go).
Not only do these touches add
style, they add speed. The engineering on the products is there
to provide solid performance
that doesn’t require call-backs –
and the ability to get in, get the
job done, get paid and get on
to the next job. What could be
more important to any busy
installer?

Sales leads
that Korniche is now a brand
Well one thing that could be that is recognised not just at the
more important to an installer is trade level but also at that all imsales leads. Like the products, the portant consumer level. Korniche
Korniche website is really easy is advertised in trendy home
to use. It is aimed at consumers improvement magazines and
and features a comprehensive Made for Trade spares no
search facility – with installers, expense in exhibiting at the
resellers, builders, trade coun- national and regional versions of
ters, architects and online sellers the Home Building & Renovating
all listed. It’s a great resource – Show.
well thought out and well populated to drive enquiries.
Resources
Made For Trade has developed
Homeowner demand
a new online resource centre
When it comes to branding, cus- and ‘Brand Toolkit’. There’s stuff
tomer recognition and marketing to help with the creation of webmaterials, Made for Trade go the sites, literature or social media
extra mile and it is noticeable use, a full set of professional
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Aluminium Systems
images, Korniche logos and
component photos or renderings
are available. These cover everything from lifestyle shots targeting
the aspirational consumer, to
individual part details for the
inquisitive professional. And of
course, there is video and a full
range of brochures. Plus there’s
everything from quote forms and
point of sale order sheets and installation and surveying guides.
Launching the bi-fold
Korniche is once again a major
sponsor of the FIT Show – six
years ago FIT was the venue for
the launch of the roof lantern. On
Stand N11 this year, the official
trade launch will take place of
the bi-fold.
The key features that make the
bi-fold so easy to sell and so
easy to install will be made obvious. The doors maintain slim
sightlines, great thermals and the
highest level of security available. As they have been
designed recently and from the
ground up, they are available
with ventilation built in – so no
unsightly vents bolted on as is the
case with older systems in the
market.

coated in any colours the cus- clip or the frame and thus save
tomer wants and they can be dif- the hours normally associated
ferently coloured inside and out. with the process.

Security
The bi-fold doors are certified to
the advanced PAS24:2016 standard. They come with a 3 Star
Yale locking barrel, high strength
shoot-bolts and multi-point Fuhr
locking systems. They are Part L
and Part F of the revised Building
Regulations compliant.
The shootbolt handle has a
Made for Trade innovation – an
anti-backdrive feature that means
that even unlocked, a forced
entry attempt can’t rotate the
handle to open the door.
Keep rolling, rolling, rolling
The doors are also internally
Korniche bi-folds also come with glazed – which means burglars
an exclusive and not seen before can’t knock the glass out as a
roller system. A pivoting axle in means of access.
the rollers allows the wheels to
follow any undulations in the Patented clip glazing
stainless-steel tracks underneath. bead
Combined with sealed bearings Made for Trade already
in the stainless-steel wheels and claims its Korniche roof
lateral rollers, the doors will glide lantern is the fastest
effortlessly and smoothly for and easiest kit to inyears to come.
stall on the market.
Not only that, the rollers are Now the company
more forgiving at the installation is making the same
stage – unlike other rollers, they bold claim for its
won’t jam if the opening is not Korniche
bi-fold
entirely square.
doors. It is a patented clip
glazing bead and an accompaColours and handles
nying de-glazing tool that backs
Bespoke handles come in match- the claim up – an installer can
ing finishes, while the frames glaze or deglaze each panel in
themselves can be powder seconds with no damage to the

Speedbead competition
To show off how quickly glass
can be put in or taken out, the
Korniche Stand N11 will be hosting installers – no invite required
– so they can have a go themselves. And every visitor trying
their hand will be entered into a
free prize draw for £1,000. i
Where to find Korniche at FIT
Yes – a chance to win £1,000
just so you can prove you can
save money … and make money
… with the new Korniche bi-folding doors. Stand N11 is directly
in front of the entrance to Hall 3a
at the FIT Show, Birmingham
NEC 10-12 May 2022.
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Can any other aluminium
window beat this level of
performance?
Slim chance.

Ideal for residential applications, where the glass area is maximised
to let in natural daylight, at just 65mm sash to frame width,
SlimLine 68’s clean lines provide a stylish yet practical solution
for both contemporary and more traditional properties.
Flush frame

Standard frame

SlimLine 68 is designed to meet the demand for an
outward-opening window with ultra-slim frames.

 Standard or flush frames
 Wide choice of colours
 Achieve U-values down to 1.1W/m2K
 Quick and easy to fabricate and install

Find out more...
T 0121 421 1999 E reynaersltd@reynaers.com

Together for better
reynaers.co.uk

Aluminium Systems

The Clue Is In
The Name

www.lumiwindows.com

Look closely
enough and you
will spot the Lumi
brand name
embedded in the
word ‘aluminium’.
A coincidence,
insists the man
behind Lumi,
Asa McGillian.

If Lumi is coincidently there in
the word aluminium, then it is
a fortuitous one says Asa
McGillian, the MD of the
company producing three
versions of Lumi – but only
one in aluminium and two
that look very much like
aluminium.
He says: “The original Lumi,
which we still sell in significant
numbers, was often specified in
the belief that it was aluminium.
For the majority, that didn’t matter as the edge-to-edge, triple
glazed frames offered a performance and aesthetic combination
that appealed very much to an
upmarket customer base. But it is
true that we occasionally lost a
deal when a customer realised
that it was not aluminium.”
This did not happen frequently
enough to jump into aluminium
however, as the primary need
was identified as a version of
Lumi for the home improvement
sector. Launched in 2017, ‘Lumi
2’ is competitively priced,
portable and easily installed:

“Our original Lumi was overengineered for the home improvement market,” admits
McGillian. “Lumi 2 frames are
produced with PVC-U sashes
set in GRP outer frames and
double glazed rather than
triple. Sales rocketed – we
have sold more than 10 times
the number of Lumi 2 windows than Lumi 1. It also
proved that Lumi is desirable
by owners of normal homes.”
Lumi Aluminium
The decision to produce Lumi 3 –
in aluminium – became unavoidable however, as the market for
aluminium windows and doors
grew exponentially from around
2017: “Homeowners became
interested again in aluminium, influenced by the various home
styling and architecture programmes on television,” explains
McGillian. “And the styling of
Lumi attracted larger numbers of
enquiries from people that were
looking for a contemporary
‘architectural’ look. It looks the
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same as the existing Lumi windows but
now the imperative was
aluminium. And so we went
ahead…”
Aiming for Passivhaus
The experience with Lumi
Aluminium has been positive in
terms of sales but has also convinced McGillian Lumi in aluminium should have been made
available from the outset. He


Aluminium Systems

says: “Our main criterion was to
achieve Passivvhaus levels of
performance which is what
drove our choice of GRP for the
frames of our launch version of
Lumi. But we have had so many
people now telling us that they
would have bought Lumi earlier
had it been aluminium, so I must
concede we should have dived
in sooner.”

Which of course is
quite an admission.
But McGillian remains
philosophical
about
that: ““Sales of the original
Lumi continue at a steady pace
and Lumi 2 sells very well as an
upmarket and unusual-looking
window that is popular with
installers, as well as amongst
homeowners wanting something
different.
“Lumi Aluminium has taken off
way ahead of our expectations
and forecasts and it appeals to
a far wider audience than it
would have done had we
launched in in 2015, before the

resurgence of aluminium as a
framing material. Back then it
would have been popular
amongst a small elite, whereas
now sales enquiries are fantastic
amongst a wide audience, as
well as with architects, with
whom we are also enjoying a
resurgence in interest.”
Word play
“And now that we have
launched Lumi Aluminium everyone believes that the Lumi brand
is a play on the word aluminium.
I would love to say that is true –
but it doesn’t hurt if people believe that.” i
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The tried and trusted glazing system
Our thermally efficient ground floor treatment system is a secure and cost-effective method of glazing low
rise commercial projects such as schools, retail buildings and public buildings. It is versatile, adaptable and
designed to integrate with Kestrel window and door systems. Tried, tested and trusted by architects,
specifiers, fabricators and installers alike it is the system for high specification designs in modern buildings.
For more information, visit www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk or call 0121 333 3575.
Project: Subway, Grimsby DN31 2SG. Fabricator: Fabrique Specialist Glazing, Grimsby. www.fabriqueglazing.co.uk

WINDOWS

DOORS

ROOFING

SHOPFRONT

CURTAIN WALL

BRINGING LIGHT INTO LIVING

www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk

FIT Show Preview

www.fitshow.co.uk

The Installer and The Fabricator

Stand No. E51
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Stand No.

Addison Saws
Q60
AdminBase
D31
Allied Profiles
E19
Allports Group
M51
Profinder Media Limited, a company with a 35-year heritage in
Allumette Group
E21
publishing and a reputation of innovation and trend setting, has been
Aluminium Federation
Q7
swift to accept that in the past five years, websites, e-newsletters
Alutech Systems
F31
and social media engagement are the preferred choice for the
e
Alutrad
D41
readers of its leading publications The Installer and The Fabricator
APECS
M33
and websites TheInstaller.pro and TheFabricator.pro
Architectural Vision Systems E31
We engage with the suppliers in the market but never forget that our
ASFP
T6
readers are the most important. Making sure they get the business
Assoc of Composite Door Mfrs C21
stories and genuine news they need ensures they keep reading. And
Avocet ABS
Q39
by focusing on that, we ensure our advertisers always get the best
Band of Builders
N65
return on their advertising investment.
Between Glass Blinds
H7
The respective channels are supported with the best data in the
Bossy Windows Hardwar
e
S51
industry – we are seen by 6,000+ fabricators and IGU manufacturers
e
Brisant-Secur
G32
and 11,000 installers.
Britmet Roofing
H20
www.TheFabricator.pro
www.TheInstaller.pro
BSI
P51
Building Our Skills
R7
Come And Meet Our Experts
Business Pilot
M10
Come and meet the Editors and the Team behind The Installer and
Central Extrusions
C30
The Fabricator and come and meet just some of our Expert
Certass & QANW
D49
Contributors.
Checkatrade
C29
Coffee will be on hand on Stand No. E51
Classic British Slate
G7
Comar Parkside Group
B49
Combilift
C11
About FIT Show 2022
CompDoor
F51
F11
Cortizo
The FIT CPD approved learning
CAB
C49
programme will tackle the latest
CRL UK
A51
industry issues through a
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combination of seminars, panel
Doorco
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debates and demonstrations.
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Everglade Windows
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Fentrade
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Force 8
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Gardengate
F21
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10.00 - 20.00
Gerda Door by Pioneer
R20
12th May:
10.00 - 16.00 Late Night Wednesday
GGF & FENSA
C10
More than 160 companies will be FIT will be opening late on
Glazpart
P61
exhibiting. On the following
Wednesday 11 May – doors will
Google Nest
K41
pages you will find a Floorplan
be open until 8:00pm. PIG’s will
GQA
R7
and Exhibitor List to help you
also be hosting its infamous PIGs
Haffner
H21
navigate around the two halls –
Bar on the CERTASS stand where
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Hörmann (UK
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Picks of firms you really should
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Insight Data
D61
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consume free beer.
10-12 May – National Exhibition Centre – Birmingham
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FIT Show Find Your Way

www.fitshow.co.uk

See The Installer and The Fabricator on Stand No. E51

Hall 3

See The Installer and The Fabricator on Stand No. E51
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Internorm
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Joinerysoft
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Kencar
Kömmerling
Konig UK
Koriche/Made for Trade
Kubu Smart
e
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E40
Masterframe Windows
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Maxi Mover
G28
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Prodim
Profitmaker Softwar
e
PST
Pure Vista
Purplex Marketing
Rapid Prototyping
Rationel Windows & Doors
Regalead
Renolit
Renson UK
Robafoam
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P29
D61
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M6
G11
P11
K51

FIT Show Find Your Way
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Hall 3A

Hall 3A
Exhibitor List

Exhibitor List

Strongdor
Rockdoor
N41
Stuga/Strutz Machinery
Ronjack Products
E7
e
Supalit
Roseview Windows
K49
Technibond
Sapphire Louvres
N6
Telluria UK
Secured by Design
C28
CPD Certification
Selecta Systems
K60
GAI
SKS Monostar
C34
The Joinery Network
Smart Ready
H11
UK Doors Online
Sobinco
G21
UL International (UK)
Solar Calibre Doors
R11
Ultraframe
Storm Building Products
E9

Exhibitor List
P47
Q59
M60
P60
R40
N63
N71
M7
F51
C3
R59

Uplifter
Vacuum Glazing UK
Veka & Recycling
Vorne Window and Door
Wendland
West Port
Westtool
Winbag
Windoform
Windowparts
Zero Seal Systems

S41
B8
K21
M15
F50
K59
E10
A8
D22
F29
Q20
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Editor’s Picks
Alutech Systems

www.fitshow.co.uk

Stand No. F31

Alutech Systems will be unveiling a
brand-new slimline window system
which the company claims will be a
big hit with existing customers and
other fabricators looking to switch or
add a supplier.
As well as the new aluminium
window, there will also be a
chance to see Alutech’s
popular BF73 aluminium
profile system which is versatile
enough to create single doors, French doors and
corner bi-folds as well. MD Steve Hudson says “We
have no doubt the new window system will go
down a storm. It means that fabricators can now
count on us as their main supplier for the key
products they need.”
Alutech Systems offers good lead times and UK
based technical and customer support.
www.alutechsystems.co.uk
Comp Door

Stand No. F51

A new business, Comp
Door, will be premiering
its products. The company
has been formed by
industry experts with the
aim of engineering out
the most common issues
of composite doors.
The result is a top-quality,
high-performance product
that has already gained the praise of installers.
Technical director, Pierre Mifsud, has spent 30 years
in the composite door. He says: “We formed Comp
Door so that we could apply our experience, knowhow and understanding to bring a good product to
market. Our premium cross-laminated Albasia
Falcata timber core means every Comp Door meets
the new regulations that are coming into force on
15 June this year. It is then fitted with an auto-fire
lock. This automatic multi-point locking system
features four self-locking deadbolt latches to give
maximum security and keeps the door latched at all
times over the full height of the door. It requires no
homeowner intervention as with a single latch and
lift lever, thus eliminating the chance of the door
not being secured properly.”
www.compdoor.co.uk

Doorco

DoorCo will have a comprehensive composite door
offering which includes Gripcore a solid timber-core
door; Original, a foam-core option; Flip, a glazing
cassette option that is standard across the Doorco
range; and Firecore, an FD30+ fire door.
The company will also show approved components
including Glazing and Paint.
www.door-co.com

Fentrade

Stand No. N34

Specialist aluminium fabricator Fentrade has
announced a fantastic prize draw open to all stand
visitors who leave a business card – an overnight
stay for two at Celtic Manor Resort in Newport with
a round of golf as well.
“Fentrade is based in Newport and near to the Celtic
Manor, one of Europe’s finest golfing destinations,”
says Fentrade Director Chris Reeks. “It’s a
championship prize!” The winner will be drawn
independently on the Show’s final day. Every entrant
will receive a golf-related gift.
The draw won’t be the only reason to visit Fentrade’s
stand. The company offers a comprehensive
portfolio of products from industry brands such as
AluK and Kestrel Aluminium.
www.fentradealuminium.co.uk
Gerda Door by Pioneer Trading

Stand No. R20

Just launched in the UK, Gerda steel and aluminium
front entrance doors offer a high security alternative
to conventional composite doors.
A large selection of colours and designs have been
chosen to suit the tastes of British homeowners.
Four ranges will be available initially - Optima,
Thermopremium, Thermoprime and Altus. All share
the Gerda emphasis on sustainability, security and
thermal efficiency.
The doors are distributed exclusively in the UK by
Pioneer Trading.
www.gerdadoors.co.uk

10-12 May – National Exhibition Centre – Birmingham
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Stand No. Q11

NEW

Regulations?
Colours & Finishes

SAME TRICKLEVENTS 5000, 4000, 2500 & 2000 EQA
LESS TIME NEEDED FOR ROUTING AND INSTALLATION

L1B F
A
1
L
New building regulation
requirements for England
and Wales, Part F (Ventilation),
Part L (Conservation of Fuel
and Power)

For more information or to find your local stockist
visit: glazpart.com or call 01295 264533 to speak
with one of the team.

Editor’s Picks

www.fitshow.co.uk

Insight Data

Stand No. D61

Insight Data provides
business data lists and
in-depth market
intelligence on the home
improvement and
construction sector, with
hundreds of companies
using the data for targeted
direct marketing and
customer acquisition.
“The science is powerful and we’re excited to
showcase exactly how businesses can fully utilise our
data and software to help grow their company,” says
Kirsty Winter, Partnership Manager at Insight Data."
www.insightdata.co.uk
J Banks & Co

Stand No. D21

As well as featuring a wide range of premium
window and door solutions under the main brand
along with that of Legend and WarmCore,
Kömmerling will be marking its 125th anniversary
with a celebratory bar throughout the show and a
champagne reception on the Wednesday evening.
The company will showcase all variants of the flush
sash window including the concealed mullion, along
with premium upgrades to the PremiLine patio door,
70mm, 76mm and 88mm window variants and new
head vents and cill range for Kömmerling 70.
www.kommerling.co.uk

MFT’s range of Korniche products will place design
firmly in the frame and showcase the best in
fenestration engineering, with the company ‘upping
the ante’ in comparison to previous events.
The exhibits will include the recent Korniche
bi-folding door system – offering the same
engineering-led d esign prowess as the multi-awardwinning lantern roof.

As one of the main sponsors of the exhibition, Made
For Trade says it is proud to support such a vital
trade gathering alongside its physical attendance
and be a part of the #FITShowFamily, whilst the
event is evidence of another way that MFT and the
Korniche brand are becoming synonymous with the
very best that the industry has to offer.
www.madefortrade.co
Morley Glass

Stand No. N31

Window installers
will have the
chance to win a
package of five
manually controlled
Uni-Blinds integral
blind units worth
around £1,000
simply by dropping
their business card into the prize draw box.
Visitors will also be able to try out the recently
expanded range of Uni-Blinds integral blinds, with all
systems on display. These include the pleated
blackout blind and symmetrical Venetian integrated
blind with cordless slider, the SV+; ScreenView – a
new integral blind system designed for hospitals and
healthcare facilities and a new tech upgrade for the
solar powered W Smart integral blind which allows it
to be controlled from a smartphone.
www.morleyglass.co.uk

10-12 May – National Exhibition Centre – Birmingham
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Stand No. N11

Stand No. E6

Window and door
hardware expert
J Banks will be
launching its RT
(Release and Turn)
Handle which is
compatible with
aluminium, PVC-U and timber window systems.
Featuring a patented, compact design with a stack
height of just 16mm, the handle retracts to sit flush
to the sash frame for a sleek, unobtrusive look. It
incorporates a slim lock and key release cylinder and
fits all espag and shootbolt systems with 43mm hole
centres.
The compact design really comes into its own when
homeowners want to fit blinds on their windows.
www.jbanks.co.uk
Kömmerling

Made For Trade

Editor’s Picks
Business Pilot

www.fitshow.co.uk

Stand M10

Business Pilot is a cloud-based CRM tool designed
by installers. The partners in the firm will be
discussing recent developments, including the
integration with the remote selling tool Tommy
Trinder.
Says MD Elton Boocock. “We will have Chris
Brunsdon from Tommy Trinder on our stand to
show installers how our CRM tool can be seamlessly
integrated into Tommy Trinder’s selling tool.”
Another key integration that Business Pilot will be
discussing is a new relationship with FENSA. “It is a
natural development for us to work with
professional bodies to easily and efficiently record
all relevant certificates as part of the platform,”
adds Boocock.
www.businesspilot.co.uk
e
Leads 2 Trad

Stand No. M52

“With some
installers reporting
a definite shift to
receiving fewer
enquiries from selfgenerated efforts,
we are offering the
ultimate sales
closing tool,” says Andy Royle, MD of Leads 2 Trade.
Leads 2 Trade’s confirmed sales appointment leads,
with an 85% appointment confirmation rate and a
‘no pitch no fee’ guarantee have proved popular
with members. “Our members typically achieve a
1:3 conversion to sale with a cost of sale as low as
8%. Now they will be able to benefit even further,”
adds Royle.
www.leads2trade.co.uk
Augmented Reality Creations

Stand D61

Augmented Reality Creations’ ARC Design is a
software suite that sits within an installer’s website,
helping consumers design their own conservatory
within seconds and then request a quote. The
homeowner can then save the design to their mobile
phone or tablet and view the conservatory in
augmented reality while walking around their garden.
ARC Co-founder Andy Clear says: “This technology
will transform how homeowners design and buy
conservatories. With ARC Design, conservatory
installers can add a real wow factor”
www.arc-solutions.co.uk

QANW

Quality Assured
National
Warranties, the
insurance
protection expert
for home
improvements and
construction, will
join the Certass Installer Support Hub.
QANW is one of the largest IBG providers in the
industry and offers a range of benefits to installation
companies.
Gemma Swankie from the company says: “We work
with certification bodies, including Certass, across a
range of home improvement sectors, to help them
offer a ‘one-stop-shop’ style of job registration to
make life easier for installation companies. We
understand from our member surveys that many
installation companies fit products other than
windows and doors, including roofline,
conservatories and roofing work, so we offer
schemes that cover a whole spectrum of work types
under one roof.”
www.qanw.co.uk
Veka Recycling

Stand No. K21

Veka Recycling has Europe’s most advanced PVC-U
recycling facility.
The company will be discussing the technology by
which old windows and offcuts become brand new
products, including new window profiles; and how
such material actually improves new PVC-U profiles
when combined with virgin material.
Its team will also be discussing how homeowners are
increasingly interested and impressed to learn that
their old PVC-U frames will be reused, thus
alleviating fears about plastic pollution – and how
such positive messages should be used to secure
sales.
www.veka-recycling.co.uk

10-12 May – National Exhibition Centre – Birmingham
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Stand No: D49

Looking for
Commercial IBGs?

Fast forward to clear,
easy Commercial IBGs
from a broker who’s on
your side.

installsure.co.uk/commercial Call 0800 123 4567

What’s behind
these doors
is amazing

You probably already know that we
manufacture some of the UK’s most attractive
and secure composite doors. But what
you might not know is the dedicated trade
support enjoyed by all our retail partners.
It includes sales lead generation, high profile
consumer marketing, seamless customer
service, Doorbuilder ordering system,
extensive R&D and a reliable, trusted supply
chain. These reasons and more are why
hundreds of retailers throughout the UK
and Ireland love to stock our products.
To discover more or to become an
Apeer trade partner, call 0345 672 9333
or send an email to sales@apeer.co.uk

MORE THAN A DOOR

apeer.co.uk

Products & Projects

Gerda Gets Going
Gerda will have a significant
presence at the FIT Show.
The doors are distributed
exclusively in the UK by Pioneer
Trading, a company that has
been manufacturing windows &
doors for more than 30 years.
A large selection of colours and
designs have been chosen to suit
the tastes of British homeowners.
Four ranges will be available
initially – Optima, Thermopremium, Thermoprime and Altus.
All share the Gerda emphasis on
sustainability, security and thermal
efficiency, with weather performJust launched in the UK, ance developed for some of the
Gerda steel and aluminium toughest conditions in Europe.
front entrance doors offer
The doors offer thermal transmithigh performance levels, tance as low as 0.74 W/m2K for
construction methods and solid doors and 0.81 W/m2K for
materials and a high security glazed doors. The Altus door
alternative to conventional boasts a 90mm depth, three
composite doors – along with chamber reinforced aluminium inthermal efficiency.
ternal construction with PU cores,

with Fuhr multi-point security lock
and hardware located into reinforced aluminium outer frames.
“We have been searching for
some time for an alternative highperformance front entrance door
solution. We have found Gerda
by some margin to be the best
range that we have seen,” says
Danny Williams, MD of Pioneer
Trading. “They offer security and
thermal performance, coupled
with a build-quality ahead of anything else currently offered at similar price levels in the UK,”
continues Pioneer Trading’s
Williams. “The construction techniques and materials used in the
manufacture ensure that distortion
and other quality issues that have
become so characteristic of conventional composite doors will
simply not be an issue.” i
www.gerdadoors.co.uk

Freefoam Supporting Indie Stockists
Freefoam has released a
new video as part of its ongoing Helping Customers Grow
campaign, featuring Nottingham based business Jayplas
Building Supplies.
The campaign is part of
Freefoam’s marketing plan to
shine a light on stockists and
show how both the manufacturer
and the supplier are working together to build long term relationships and business.
Freefoam’s route to market is to
predominantly supply independent PVC suppliers – often owner
managed, with an entrepreneurial spirit. Jayplas Building Supplies is one such business.
Started in 2010 by Jaime Nield
(pictured), Jayplas is a typical
example of a Freefoam customer
which has grown year on year.
Selling the core roofline range,
as well as external cladding and

loyalty from his installer
customers and Freefoam’s route
to market. He says: “We like that
Freefoam have added products
to their range over the years,
including external cladding and
internal bathroom panels as it
gives us other markets to tap in to.”
Nield receives regular visits
from his Area Sales Manager
Simon Parkes and also benefits
from the knowledge and expertise
of
Richard
Jackson,
Freefoam’s Sales Director.
Nield adds: “They have
always helped us out. I can only
see a positive future. We’ve
been dealing with Freefoam for
12 years and I can’t see why
that wouldn’t continue.”
To see the video, go to YouTube
and search for Jayplas Building
Supplies. i

internal panelling.
Nield has a broad customers
base, from small to medium
sized builders, though to double
glazing
and
conservatory
companies. In the video Nield
explains that he chose Freefoam
as his supplier over others
because of both the brand www.freefoam.com
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Trade News

Freefoam – All Energy From Renewables

Freefoam Building Products
has hit a significant milestone
in its journey towards a low
carbon, circular operation
with all electricity used at the
UK manufacturing site in
Northampton now coming
from sustainable supplies

In an era of consciousness
informed by global warming
and the energy crisis hitting
Europe with huge rises in costs,
Freefoam is taking steps to save
and manage energy. Freefoam
(which is an energy intensive
business producing plastic

Arjes Bargain – Shredder To
Increase Recycling Capacity

Ve ka Recycling has
installed an industrial
PVC-U shredder from
German
specialist
manufacturer, Arjes –
it is an expensive
piece of kit but a
bargain
when
it
comes to capacity
improvements.
The new shredder was
installed and operational in February 2022
at the firm’s Northamptonshire plant. According to Veka Recycling’s
MD, Simon Scholes, this
latest investment reinforces the organisation’s
role in maximising the
sustainability of PVC-U
construction products
through responsible re32 | Trade News | The Installer

cycling. “Landfill should
be a thing of the past for
post-consumer PVC-U
fenestration, as well as
offcuts and defective
items generated during
the
manufacturing
process,” said Scholes.
“The addition of the
Arjes shredder will help
to increase throughput
at our recycling facility,
which has benefited
from a £15 million
investment programme
making it the most
advanced of its kind in
Europe. Our closed-loop
system ensures that
PVC-U is treated as the
valuable resource it is,
enabling up to 350
years’ worth of usage
from a single window or
door, while decreasing
the amount of new
PVC-U products that are
manufactured
using
virgin material. This all
helps to minimise the
fenestration industry’s
carbon footprint.” i

cladding) has made a strategic
choice to only purchase electricity from renewable resources.
“As a manufacturing plant,
energy is one of our biggest
commodities, used to power our
mixing and production operations, some of which operate
24/7,” says Geoff Barnett, UK
General Manager, Freefoam.
“Knowing that we are sourcing
all our energy requirements from
solar power is a significant step
towards reducing carbon emissions. Freefoam are serious
about sustainability and playing
our part in managing precious
resources.” i

Max Automation For
Best Quality

For Balink Glas &
Aluminum, in an era
of expensive labour,
maximum automation using the best
equipment is the
only sensible solution
for
reliable
and
consistent quality at
competitive prices.
Ashton Industrial automatic arrissing (seaming) has always been
the choice of owner
Bertus Balink (pictured)
and now, in a newly
expanded operation,
Ashton is upgrading the
level of automation to
include a new high-performance washer and

fully automatic offloading in to slot racking
for downstream ops.
“I love working with
Ashton Industrial,” says
Balink. “They are the
specialists in creating
bespoke designs, they
give me the solutions
and production flows I
want.” i

PR EMIUM
A LU M INIUM
CO MPOSITE
DOOR
F RAM ES

NEW Prestige

Composite Door
COM PL E TE THE ALU MINIU M LO OK
16x more rig i d tha n rei nfo
o rce d PVC- U, S h ee rli n e’s al um ini u m com pos ite door f ra m e
el im ina tes do or ‘b
b o un ce’ an d i s th e per fec t w ay to prov ide a prem iu m fee l to you r
in sta lla tion s. Per fec
c tly ma t ch in g th e res t o f th e S h ee rli n e ran g e. Fram e s are ava il able
in 44 mm an d 4 8 /49 m m s izes to cov
v e r m oss t po pul ar com pos ite door b lanks .
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PURPLEXED
ABOUT YOUR
MARKETING?

In a world where marketing and customer behaviour is constantly
changing, you could be forgiven for being in a state of confusion
when it comes to your own marketing.
As a fully integrated marketing agency, Purplex is powered to
alleviate this stress and help ambitious companies like yours build
their reputation, business, and future.
With more than 35 years industry experience our specialist teams
build campaigns that cut-through the noise and create integrated,
consistent, and clear messages across all platforms to build brand
awareness and drive your business to greater heights.

SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS IN:

MARKETING
CONSULTANCY

PR & MEDIA
RELATIONS

VIDEO PRODUCTION
& EDITING

BRANDING &
CREATIVE

WEB & E-COMMERCE
DESIGN

SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING

SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMISATION

PAY-PER
CLICK

IF YOU’RE PURPLEXED ABOUT YOUR MARKETING, SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS

T: 020 3137 9319

E: grow@purplexmarketing.com | W: www.purplexmarketing.com

HQ: 200 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA

Marketing Corner

Email Marketing –
Tremlett’s Top Three

Alex Tremlett, Operations
Manager at Insight
Data, has the latest
predictions for
successful email
marketing in 2022 and
beyond.

For any business to reap the
rewards of email marketing,
you must keep up with the
latest trends, writes Insight
Data's Alex Tremlet.
Email marketing is still a central
part of many businesses’ marketing strategy. In fact 89% of
marketers say email is their core
strategy. So here are my top three
email marketing trends and
predictions that you need to
know to keep your email strategy
moving forward and generate increasing results month-on-month.
Taking these email trends
into consideration will give
you an advantage over your
competition.
1. Artificial intelligence
AI continues to grow, showing a
strong presence in marketing and
aiding businesses to make better
decisions. When trying to predict
the future of email marketing, AI

is a vital component. Using AI
services can help deliver better
experiences for your email
subscribers.
AI can also help you analyse
thousands of data points and
give significant insights to tailor
your email marketing campaigns.
It is a fantastic tool to help you
distinguish trends and changes
within your audience and to
make more actionable choices
with your marketing.
2. Focus on mobile usage
Email trends in 2022 are focusing on mobile as 66% of emails
are opened on mobile devices.
More people use their phone and
tablet devices to filter through
their inboxes and decide what
emails are worth their time.
The shift to mobile means that
you need your emails to appear
and function perfectly on any
mobile device. You will need to
have responsive designs for your
emails, so they can adapt to the
device the reader uses.
Keep your emails free of
distractions
and
remain
conscious of how much copy you
put in your emails. You do not
want subscribers to scroll through
your email mindlessly.
3. Integrate interactivity
If you deliver static, boring
emails, it won’t cut it for your

readers. If you want subscribers
to interact with your emails, you
need to keep them engaged.
Interactivity is one of the musthave email trends that will help
you heighten your email marketing performance. Interactive
emails need to include features
that users can operate without
having to leave their inbox and
visit another web page.
Here are some interactive
ideas you can include:
Carousels of images users
can swipe through.
Sliders subscribers can
manipulate.
Videos users can watch.
Interactive elements can make
your emails more appealing and
persuade prospects to engage
with your email marketing
campaigns. It is a fantastic way
to help you stand out from the
crowd.
Keep data up-to-date
It is vital to keep you data up-todate. For example at Insight Data
we continuously update, verify
and manage our prospect database. Also we have ‘live data’ to
produce better and faster
marketing results. Everything
needed to ensure that our client’s
campaigns are effective. i

www.insightdata.co.uk
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Comment
Trades Are Going Green
If you turn to our News Pages in this issue, you will see that
Rated People has revealed how UK tradespeople are going
greener in 2022, which are the UK’s greenest trades and how
demand for eco home improvements is skyrocketing.
Green sells. The Installer is working with the Planet Mark to
bring our readers all the latest news on how to go about
improving you environmental credentials. We know that
recycling your old frames with companies such as Veka
Recycling (also see our News Pages) is a good selling point as
is the fact that windows and doors cut energy wastage.
However, what else can you do? Could you go for an electric
vehicle; stop sending paper quotes; or improve your website so
you are not sending brochures?
And if you can just make gradual improvements, maybe you
too can apply for the Planet Mark – the most recognisable
accreditation for companies (not their products) out there.
Are You Ready For Document Deadlines?
Approved Document F and L are due for implementation. If you
have ordered stock for jobs scheduled after 15 June, it has to
comply. This is the warning from the GGF’s Senior Te chnical
Officer, David Borland in his column on Page 10. It is worth
heeding as to make a mistake could be very costly.
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Building Safety Levy

Copyright © Profinder Ltd 2022

The Building Safety Levy that will hit developers and
housebuilders to pay for cladding remediation seems very unfair
– hitting the whole industry rather than the guilty firms that
applied the stuff. It may seem that it will not affect the window
business – but it will…you’ll end up contributing to the Tax on
way or another.

Opinions expressed in The Installer
are those of the contributors and do not
represent editorial policy. The publisher
charges for the use of editorial pictures.

FIT Show Preview
The teams behind The Installer and The Fabricator and websites
TheInstaller.pro and TheFabricator.pro will be at the FIT Show.
And we will be joined by some of our expert contributors –
Don Waterworth, Kate Ashley Norman and we are hoping to
introduce the Planet Mark as well.
Come over for a coffee and find use on Stand No. E51.
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
36| Editor’s Comment |The Installer

The Installer is the Media
Channel For Professional
Installers of Commercial
Façades and Windows,
Doors, Extensions & Other
Home Improvements
You can find all the latest
daily news at
TheInstaller.pro

Unit 3, Lloyd Street, Parkgate, Rotherham, S62 6JG

Tel 01709 710100 Fax 01709 525262
Email info@connaughtconservatories.co.uk

www.connaughtroofs.com

Three Solid Roofs - One Fabricator

www.connaughtroofs.co.uk

Give us a call for all your Conservatory Roof needs on

01709 710100
WE DO MORE - SO YOU DO LESS

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243 008

Colour Applicators

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Flyscreens

Handling Equipment

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST
FOR WINDOWS, DOORS AND
ROOFLINE
ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS

Window openers
Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

Planning Consultants

Baypole Jacks

Profile Bending
Conservatory Roofs

PROFINDER
Profile Bending
Machinery

G.M.FORMERS
DRY PVCU PROFILE BENDING
HIGH SPEC FORMERS FOR ALL PROFILES
t: +44(0)1744 24256
f: +44(0)1744 24279
e: geoff@gmformers.com
w: www.gmformers.com

Tel: 07932 243 008 Email:
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

To Advertise
Call Mehreen
Haroon-Ali
07814 209789
mehreen.haroon@p
rofinder.eu

Spares for Repairs

Profile Bemding

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

Window Bags & Display Cases

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

Corner Protectors

To Advertise
Call Mehreen
Haroon-Ali
07814 209789
mehreen.haroon@pr
ofinder.eu

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.
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Business Details
Janis Windows & Doors Ltd
48 Appleton Place, Appleton Industrial Estate,
Southern Road, Aylesbury, HP19 9EW
Tel: 0831 6090 476
Email: info@janis.co.uk
Web: http://www.janis.co.uk
Credit Rating: 73
Key Contact: Alexia Kalila, Managing Director
Direct Tel: 07968 342 115
Direct Email: alexia.kalila@janis.co.uk

Products
PVCu Windows and Doors
Windows/Doors, Buy in, Spectus

YOUR
FUTURE
IN YOUR
HANDS
Insight Data puts 80,000 potential
customers at your fingertips

Vertical Sliders, Buy in, Veka
Bi-fold Doors, Buy in, Kommerling
Composite Doors, Buy in, Solidor, 10 PW

Aluminium Windows and Doors
Windows/Doors, Buy in, Techal
Windows/Doors, Buy in, Senior
Bi-fold Doors, Buy in, Technal

50-75 Frames per week

The Insight Database helps your sales and marketing team get better results faster. Updated live
in real-time with in-depth information, not available anywhere else, you get the inside track on
fabricators and installers, builders, architects, merchants, construction firms and house-builders.

01934 808 293
hello@insightdata.co.uk

www.insightdata.co.uk
502 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA

@insightdata

Alitherm Heritage

The perfect solution for sensitive refurbishment and
renovation projects.
Market leading aluminium windows that deliver
not only the aesthetics required for sensitive
refurbishment projects, but also the thermal
efficiency that is demanded by developers,
architects, planners and building occupiers.
• Signature slim profiles and sightlines associated
with traditional steel doors and windows.
• Outstanding thermal performance.
• All available with a full suite of hardware options
including ‘Monkey Tail’ and ‘Bulb end’.

Call us now for enquiries :
Tel : 01296 668899
Fax now for a quotation : 01296 301839
or email : enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
Visit our website :

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

We pride ourselves on our reliability

